Praise for Good News
About Injustice
"I defy anybody to emerge from exposure to this book unscathed. In fact, my advice to
would-be readers is 'Don't! Leave the book alone!'--unless you are willing to be shocked,
challenged, persuaded and transformed."
John Stott (from the foreword)
"A book of prophetic and vital significance. Gary Haugen has pioneered in a field where
Christians should be at the forefront."
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Philip Yancey, author of What's So Amazing About Grace? and Soul Survivor
"Gary Haugen's splendidly written book is a time bomb. Read it prayerfully and seriously,
and sooner or later the combined chemistry of his riveting presentation of both planetary
injustices and the imperatives of Scripture will explode within you and catapult you out in
new ways to our wounded world. I predict that reading the book and doing nothing about it
will be impossible."
Michael Cassidy, founder and international team leader, African Enterprise
"I have seen Gary Haugen and the International Justice Mission staff come alongside
Christian ministries in various parts of the world and enable those ministries to be God's
instruments of justice in the face of severe oppression. The principles in Good News About
Injustice are more than good biblical theology. They represent the credo that a group of men
and women led by Gary aspire to and stretch themselves out to live by. As you read the
stories, yes, and perhaps weep, allow God to quicken your heart for the abused and grant
you the courage to live for his justice among the world's poor and oppressed."
Paul E. McKaughan, ambassador-at-large, The Mission Exchange
"This book is a rich resource for theological reflection on the relationship between Christian
faith and social justice. . . . Haugen's clear prose and engaging style makes the book suitable
for high school youth groups, undergraduate classes in religion and ethics, and adult
discussion groups."
Sojourners
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"This is an important book on a neglected topic. . . . Its insightful diagnosis of the nature of
injustice and strategies against it may be its strongest point. Its biblical teaching, several
success stories, and practical advice give the reader a basis for hope."
Moody
"Full of dramatic storytelling and biblical reflection, this book is a strong and level call to
transformation and deliberate action in an unjust world on the part of all who claim the
name of Christ."
Touchstone
"In this much-needed and timely piece of work, Gary Haugen promises to provide us with
reflections on three primary concerns: 'the injustice of our world, the character of our God,
and the opportunity for God's people to make a difference.' He does not disappoint."
Fellowship
"This book is a primer on caring, on following Jesus with our actions. It is a road map to
help us navigate a fallen world. When I think about the joy-filled if still uncomfortable
journey I have been on in the last several years, the places I've gone and people I've met in
an effort to act out a faith I am still trying to understand, I point to this book as the starting
place. Will you please read it?"
Donald Miller, bestselling author of Blue Like Jazz and Through Painted Deserts
"Since its original publication a decade ago, IJM President Gary Haugen's Good News About
Injustice has awakened the church to God's passion for justice and inspired a new
generation to join the battle against slavery and violent oppression and for the human rights
of all people. This updated Good News includes casework stories from ten years of IJM's
work on the frontlines of violence, injustice and exploitation of the poorest. Like Gary's first
edition ten years ago, Good News About Injustice is a clarion call for Christians to share
God's heart for justice and to show up where the world needs them most--among those
fighting for their lives and the most basic of rights."
Larry Cox, executive director, Amnesty International USA
"Very few books are better after ten years than when they were first published. This is one of
them. Its vision has become more relevant, compelling and, most of all, achievable than we
ever could have hoped."
Andy Crouch, author of Culture Making
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